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Sleep-Walking a Rarest Side Effect of Zolpidem
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Sleep-walking or somnambulism is a complex motor 
behavior initiated during sleep and is characterized 
by events like rising from bed and walking about. It 
is most common between the ages of 4-8 years and 
resolves spontaneously and very less common in adults 
and elderly.[1] It usually occurs during the REM stages 
3 and 4 of sleep. During these episodes, the person 
is not fully alert and there is reduced responsiveness, 
a blank stare, usually not responding to efforts to 
be awakened by others and fail to recall about these 
events after awakening and may remain confused for 
some time.[2]

Zolpidem is a non-benzodiazepine hypnotic agent 
having a rapid onset and short duration of action. 

It is advantageous in having milder adverse effects 
than those of benzodiazepines and barbiturates 
(commonly used for treating insomnia).[3] To our 
knowledge, there are 5 published articles related to 
zolpidem-induced sleep-walking.[4-8] Sleep-walking 
can be dangerous due to the possibility of accidental 
injury. Here, we present a case of somnambulism 
associated with zolpidem use. 

CASE REPORT

The patient in this case report is a 46-years-old male, 
who had a past history of road traffic accident and 
underwent subdural hematoma extraction through 
burr hole surgery. He is working as a medical store 
superintendent in a central government hospital. He 
had no current/past history of any substance abuse, 
and he is an occasional smoker and alcoholic with 
frequency ranges from 2 cigarettes per day with twice a 
month alcohol consumption. In his medical history, he 
is known type 2 diabetic and is morbid obese patient, 
and he is on medication with oral hypoglycemic drugs 
metformin 500 mg and glimepiride 1 mg single dose 
daily. The patient had no personal or family history of 
sleep-walking.
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A 46-years-old male, with past history of road traffic accident and with no current/past history of substance abuse and 
no family history of sleep-walking, took zolpidem 10 mg without any prescription and after few days, the patient’s son 
noticed the patient waking up in the middle of night and walking into their room with a staring expression and some 
incoherent speech. The patient had no memory of this event in the morning. This sleep-walking episode was attributed 
to zolpidem, as no medication change was made besides new start of zolpidem and the patient had no history of such 
episodes in the past. Zolpidem treatment was stopped, and since then, no further complaints of sleep-walking were 
reported.
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After the surgery, he was prescribed anti-platelet drug 
aspirin 75 mg, anti-anxiety alprazolam 0.5 mg, and 
multivitamin capsule neurobion forte. He received no 
other medication, including herbal supplements.

During the course of treatment, he began complaining 
of insomnia in spite of alprazolam 0.5 mg, for which 
zolpidem treatment was taken by him without 
prescription as he was somehow affiliated with a 
hospital. He took zolpidem 10 mg orally at bedtime 
and stopped taking alprazolam. After 10-15 days of 
the initiation of zolpidem treatment, the patient’s 
son noticed the patient waking up in the middle 
of night and walking into their room with a staring 
expression and some incoherent speech. The patient 
had no memory of this event in the morning. This 
sleep-walking episode was attributed to zolpidem, as 
no medication change was made besides new start 
of zolpidem and the patient had no history of such 
episodes in the past. Zolpidem treatment was stopped, 
and since then, no complaints of sleep-walking have 
been reported.

DISCUSSION

The patient in the present case report had attacks 
of sleep-walking after taking the zolpidem. After 
dechallenge (withdrawal of offending drug), the 
condition improved and no further attacks were 
noted. This observation points towards a strong causal 
relationship between the drug and occurrence of the 
sleep attacks.

It has been noticed that drugs can affect physiology 
of sleep, memory, awareness, and arousal.[9] Use of 
zolpidem is associated with suppression of REM 
sleep on EEG.[10] According to the present literature, 
some drugs can lead to physiological changes during 
slow-wave sleep that can clinically manifest as 

somnambulism or sleep-walking.[11] A definitive 
diagnosis of somnambulism usually requires all-night 
sleep recordings,[11] which were not performed on our 
patient. We suggest that when seeking an etiology of 
somnambulism in a patient, a careful review of the 
patient’s current medications should be performed.
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